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ABSTRACT
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ACCOUNT OF SENSE COGNITION



Amy F. Whitworth, B.A., M.A.

Marquette University, 2010



This project is guided and motivated by the question concerning the nature of the

phantasm as that which mediates between sensation and intellection in John Duns Scotus’

account of cognition. Scotus embraces Aristotle’s claim that the intellect cannot think

without the phantasm. The phantasm is in a corporeal organ, yet the immaterial intellect

must act with it to produce an intelligible species. In this project I examine the critical

elements of Scotus’ cognitive theory in order to understand the nature of the phantasm.

In the first chapter I discuss key elements of Aristotle’s metaphysics and give a

close, textual reading of De Anima guided by his claim that the relationship of the body

and soul is highly specific. I then focus on his claim in De Anima 2.12 that sensation

involves the reception of the sensible form without the matter.

In the second chapter, I discuss Scotus’ key theological notions that guide and

inform his cognitive project. The beatific vision requires the presence of the divine

essence in its own existence to the intellect. As the highest cognitive experience, the

beatific vision is definitive of all cognitive experience making the presence of the object

to the cognitive faculty of central importance. The discussion of the incarnation shows

that the world is sacralized and thus, is a worthy object of cognitive attention in itself.

In the third chapter, I discuss Scotus’ understanding of the body-soul relationship

focusing on his notion of person to both secure the unity of the human being and to

ground the mediation between sensation and intellection.

In the fourth chapter, I first discuss Aquinas’ claim that sensation requires a

spiritual change. While Scotus’ account is in many respects the same as Aquinas’, Scotus

does not maintain that sensation is primarily passive and is thus, able to account for

cognitive attention by way of his understanding of the unity of the sense organ, immanent

actions, and sensation as intuitive cognition. What emerges in this discussion is Scotus’

particular understanding of an intentio by which the nature of the phantasm can be

understood.
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Introduction

John Duns Scotus’ theory of cognition is an original confluence of elements taken

directly or in a modified way from a variety of traditions including the Greek

commentary tradition of Aristotle, the Augustinian illumination tradition rooted in

Platonism, the Arabic Neoplatonic reading of Aristotle by Avicenna and Averroes, and

the Christian theological tradition.1 The Aristotelian theory, filtered through these

various traditions, provides the fundamental framework of Scotus’ cognitive theory,

accounting for its basic structure and elements. The study of cognition, both sensitive

and intellective, that Aristotle presents in De Anima, however, is not completely worked

out, and while there has been some consensus on the meaning of particular passages in

Aristotle over the centuries, Aristotle’s intent still remains unclear.2

Aristotle’s ideas had been the subject of many commentaries and had thus

undergone various interpretations by the time they reached Scotus in the late 13th and

early 14th centuries in an historical context vastly different from the one in which

Aristotle himself wrote. Scotus is then not only dealing with the perceived intrinsic

inadequacies of Aristotle’s theory and its various interpretations, but also the concerns

1



For the Arabic influences see, for example, Etienne Gilson, “Avicenne et le point de depart de Duns

Scot,” Archives d’histoire doctrinale et litteraire du moyen-age, Paris 2 (1926-1927): 89-149; (Arabic,

Neoplatonic and Christian) Mary Elizabeth Ingham, “John Duns Scotus: An Integrated Vision,” in The

History of Franciscan Theology, ed. Kenan Osborne (St. Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute, 1994),

191-2; (Avicenna) Joseph Owens “Common Nature: A Point of Comparison Between Thomistic and

Scotistic Metaphysics,” Medieaval Studies (1957): 1-14. For a discussion of the Augustinian influences

see in particular, E. Bettoni, Duns Scotus: The Basic Principles of His Philosophy, trans. B. Bonansea

(Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 1961), 20-21; Etienne Gilson, Jean Duns

Scot (Paris: J. Vrin, 1952), 10; Jerome V. Brown, “John Duns Scotus on Henry of Ghent’s Arguments for

Divine Illumination: The Statement of the Case,” Vivarium xiv, 2 (1976): 94-113; D.E. Sharp, Franciscan

Philosophy at Oxford in the 13th Century (New York: Russell &amp; Russell, Inc., 1964), 279-370. It is clear

that Scotus rejects the illumination of Augustine while embracing other aspects of Augustine’s theory.

These latter aspects will be discussed in Chapter 4 of this dissertation.

2

Zdzislaw Kuksewicz, “The Potential and the Agent Intellect,” in The Cambridge History of Later

Medieval Philosophy, ed. Norman Kretzmann, Anthony Kenny, Jan Pinborg (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1989), 595.
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and questions of his own day as found in his responses to his most influential

contemporaries including, but not limited to, Henry of Ghent, Peter Olivi, and Godfrey of

Fontaines.3 These concerns included the question of whether or not the Aristotelian

framework could account for the various cognitive activities and thus offer a cohesive

cognitive theory. Scotus’ theory of cognition is indebted to these rich and varied

traditions as well as to his contemporaries as they provide the context of his own thought

and in many ways the content such that he incorporates many of their elements.4 Still,

this debt neither renders Scotus’ cognitive theory wholly unoriginal nor his thought

unworthy of study in itself. Scotus’ own thought, more often than not, manifests itself as

a compromise between various competing claims. His theory of cognition is one of

complex mediation, not the result of mere reaction to the positions of others, but the

product of a careful, deliberate, and sustained consideration of the issues, guided by his

own insights and motivations. Scotus places a new emphasis on certain aspects of the

cognitive process, and thus, I will argue, lays the ground for a new approach to the

questions of how we know and what we know.

Scotus’ own approach to cognition is framed by and constantly attentive to the

status of the wayfarer, the human being pro statu isto, in this life. But though the status

of the pilgrim certainly imposes limits upon the cognitive ability in this life, these limits

are but temporary and do not intrinsically change the nature of the human intellect, its

natural activity, or its adequate and proper object, and Scotus always treats them as such.5



3



Katherine Tachau, Vision and Certitude in the Age of Ockham: Optics, Epistemology and the

Foundations of Semantics, 1250-1345 (Leiden: E, J. Brill, 1988), 56.

4

Tachau 1988, 56; see also Robert Pasnau, “Cognition,” in The Cambridge Companion to Duns Scotus, ed.

Thomas Williams (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 285-286.

5

Pasnau 2003, 294-95; Allan Wolter, “Duns Scotus on the Natural Desire for the Supernatural,” New

Scholasticism 23 (1940): 281-317.
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His interests in cognition are steered beyond the limits of this life by his understanding of

the natural ability of the intellect, which is determined and defined by the object that

ultimately perfects the intellect in the next life, the beatific object. His understanding of

the beatific object informs the whole of his cognitive project, deepening his

understanding of certain elements in Aristotle’s framework and allowing him to address

unresolved issues in Aristotle’s account of cognition.

The question that motivates and guides this dissertation is the particular question

of the nature of the phantasm. The phantasm is that sense image that somehow mediates

between sensation and intellection. The agent intellect acts with the phantasm to provide

an object to the intellect. Given, however, that the intellect is immaterial and inorganic,

the question arises as to how it is able to act with the phantasm which is in a bodily organ

and under the material condition of singularity.

Aristotle claims that the intellect cannot think without a sense image, and

therefore, though not dependent on the body for its own operations, is dependent upon the

body-soul composite to provide such a sense image. While Aristotle does give a

somewhat detailed explanation of how he understands sensation, he does not give a

detailed explanation of how the intellect acts with the sense image nor does he work out

the problem of how the intellect relates to the body-soul composite.

Scotus embraces Aristotle’s claim that the intellect cannot think without a sense

image. Given his Christian beliefs, Scotus understands that the intellective part of the

soul is able to exist separately from the body, and yet, in this life, is dependent upon the

body. Whereas the sense has an external object, the intellect requires an internal object.

The intellect, in this life, has no direct access to the external object and therefore depends
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upon sensation, both external and internal, to provide a sense image or phantasm that the

agent intellect is able to act with in order to make an object present to the intellect. What

is the nature of the phantasm that allows it to be present to the agent intellect?

This is a complicated and involved question. In order to be in a position to offer

an answer, several other issues must be addressed and explained, for example how is

sensation to be understood as a process of the body-soul composite that is ultimately able

to produce a phantasm, and how is the relationship of the soul and body to be understood

such that there can be a real mediation between the distinct faculties of sensation and

intellection? In this dissertation I will address these questions in the following way.

In Chapter 1 I will discuss the basic elements of Aristotle’s metaphysics and

account of cognition. In this chapter I will first discuss key metaphysical notions. I will

then offer a detailed reading of De Anima in which I will emphasize the concerns that I

see are critical to Aristotle: the highly specific relationship between the soul and the

body, his concern to detail the characteristics of a body that can be ensouled, his

homonymy principle and understanding of ensouled being, and his understanding of

sensation as the reception of sensible form without matter.

In Chapter 2 I will discuss how two theological notions, the beatific vision and the

incarnation, both inform and guide Scotus’ cognitive process. The beatific vision

requires the presence of the divine essence in its own existence to the cognizer. Thus, the

intellect of the cognizer must be intrinsically capable of attending to the presence of an

extramental object existing in itself. Given that Scotus claims that the proper object of

the intellect is being, the cognitive faculties, both sense and intellect, are intrinsically

capable of noticing the existence of their objects. The notion of the presence of the
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object is critical to Scotus’ account of cognition. In the discussion of the incarnation I

will endeavor to show that the world and the object are worthy of being loved and are

therefore worthy of cognitive attention in themselves.

In Chapter 3 I will discuss how Scotus understands the relationship of the soul

and the body. In the course of this discussion I will address how Scotus understands

unity, the nature of the accident, the nature of a suppositum, and the nature of the

immateriality of the intellect. What I will show is that, for Scotus, the notion of person,

allows him to guarantee the unity of the body-soul composite such that the mediation

between sensation and intellection can be assured.

In Chapter 4 I turn my attention to the process of sensation. In the first part of the

chapter I discuss in detail Aquina’s distinction between natural and spiritual action in

terms of his discussion on sensation. I also consider the debate in the current literature as

a way of accessing the complexities of the issues in Aquinas’s account. Four questions

emerge from my discussion of Aquinas that serves as my organizational guide in

discussing Scotus’ account of sensation. In my discussion I will show how Scotus

answers these questions and then discuss the way he comes to understand sensation in his

mature work, the Quodlibetal Questions. This allows me to consider the nature of the

sensible species as an intentio, and thus, the nature of the phantasm.

The main text of Scotus that I use in this dissertation is his Quodlibetal Questions,

though I also use his Commentary on De Anima, Questions on the Metaphysics of

Aristotle, and the Ordinatio. The Quodlibetal Questions is one of Scotus’ most mature

works. The Quodlibetal Questions proves interesting as a text. Though the questions

were not of his own choosing, as Felix Alluntis and Allan Wolter point out in the
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introduction to their translation of the Quodlibetal Questions, God and Creatures, upon

revising these questions for publication, Scotus “wove in so much of his basic philosophy

and theology as to make this work one of his mainstays.”6 I not only found this to be the

case in my own study, but was further intrigued with the Quodlibetal Questions as a text.

Scotus arranges the questions in such a way as to create an extended argument that serves

to reveal the cohesiveness and depth of his own thought. Thus, when working with

passages from the Quodlibetal Questions, I found it helpful to consider several side by

side or to offer a close textual reading of an extended argument in order to follow the

path of his thought.



6



Felix Alluntis and Allan Wolter. God and Creatures. Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of

America Press, 1975, xviii.
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Chapter 1 Aristotle’s theory of cognition

The concern of this first chapter is to present the fundamental Aristotelian

structure which frames Scotus’ thought so that his particular concerns and eventual

solutions as a medieval Christian thinker can emerge and take shape in the chapters that

follow. My aim in this first chapter is to give an account of the central elements of

Aristotle’s thought and along the way draw attention to issues critical to the medieval

thinker. In the first part of this chapter, 1.1, I discuss the key metaphysical principles of

Aristotle’s system that guide and frame his approach to questions on the soul and

cognition. In the second part of this chapter, 1.2, I discuss key elements of Aristotle’s

discussion on the soul and its cognitive activities as found in De Anima.7 I conclude the

chapter with a brief critical summary.



1.1 Some Underlying Metaphysical Principles

Aristotle is a systematic philosopher such that every question, concern, or

problem is addressed within a carefully reasoned framework. The study of metaphysics

for Aristotle is a study of the underlying principles of this framework and indeed is a

study that only comes about through rigorous and abstract thought. To understand the

answers that he gives to any question, whether it is a question on the cognitive activities

of the human being or otherwise, requires, then, that certain principles of this framework

7



For the purposes of this dissertation, which is concerned with Scotus’ cognitive theory and how he

understood critical passages in Aristotle’s De Anima, when quoting from De Anima, I give the Latin

translation of the pertinent text. I use the Latin translation of De Anima as found in Averroes’ Commentary

of De Anima: Averrois Cordubensis Commentarium magnum in Aristotelis De Anima libros (Cambridge,

Massachusetts: The Mediaeval Academy of America, 1953). For the English translation I use: Aristotle,

De Anima, trans. J.A. Smith in The Revised Oxford Translation of The Complete Works of Aristotle, ed.

Jonathon Barnes (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1984).
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be present in the mind of his reader. To that end, I discuss Aristotle’s notions of

substance, matter (potentiality), form (actuality), and the hylomorphic (hylo – matter +

morph – form) principle. My aim in this discussion is to briefly outline these notions in

as straightforward a way as possible without either oversimplifying or digressing into

resolutions of difficulties that lie outside the scope of this work.

Substance. Aristotle’s main discussions of substance are found in two different

texts, Categories and Metaphysics (VII-IX). There is still much debate over how

Aristotle finally defines substance, what counts as substance, whether the accounts of

substance given in these two texts are compatible, and whether Aristotle’s theory of

substance is ultimately defensible.8 My purpose here is simply to discuss Aristotle’s

notion of substance in a clear and concise way and so, while there does exist much

scholarly debate, for my purposes here, I will set aside these debates.

In the Categories Aristotle distinguishes ten categories of being. Substance is the

first of these categories, while what is predicated of substance makes up the other nine:

quantity, quality, relation, place, time, situation, condition, action, passion.9 These terms

are meant to be understood as logical as well as ontological. They are grounded in reality

such that they indicate either the individual being, substance, or the aspects of being, that

which is predicated of substance, i.e., accidents. The first of the categories, substance,

8



Christopher Shields, Aristotle (New York: Routledge, 2007), 256. See pp. 256-257 for Shields’

discussion of the debate that exists between the compatibilists, those scholars who see the accounts of

substance found in the Categories and the middle books of the Metaphysics as compatible, and the

incompatibilists who, Shields explains, typically argue that the account given in the Metaphysics is more

mature and therefore “supplants” the account given in the Categories. For Shields’ more in depth

discussion of the Categories, see pp. 146-195 in the same text.

9

Aristotle. Categories. Trans. J.L. Akrill in The Complete Works of Aristotle: The Revised Oxford

Translation, Volume One, ed. Jonathan Barnes, ( New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1984). Aristotle

gives different lists of the categories of being in different works, though the above list of ten categories

appears both in the Topics and the Categories. The medieval tradition recognized these 10 categories. For

a discussion on the medieval tradition see Chapters 4 and 5 in The Cambridge History of Later Medieval

Philosophy, 1989.
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answers the question what something is, whereas the other nine answer questions about

some particular characteristic of this something. According to Michael Frede, there is a

general agreement of most scholars that what Aristotle intends by the division of the

categories is a “scheme of classification such that all there is, all entities, can be divided

into a limited number of ultimate classes.”10 While it can be said that all that is can be

framed and understood by these categories, which Barnes in fact understands as “an

inventory of our world – our ontological catalogue,” what these categories actually mean

is not an easy matter.11

At the beginning of the Categories Aristotle offers a four-fold distinction of

things that are: (a) those things that are said of a subject but not in a subject (man is said

of the individual man but not in any subject), (b) those things that are in a subject but not

said of a subject (not as a part of the subject but nonetheless in the subject such that it

cannot exist separately from it examples being individual knowledge of grammar or

individual white in a subject), (c) those that are both said of a subject and in a subject

(knowledge is both in the soul and said of grammar), and (d) those that are neither said of

a subject nor in a subject (the individual horse or man).12 What emerges from this
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Michael Frede, “Categories in Aristotle,” in Studies in Aristotle, ed. Dominic J. O'

Meara (Washington,

D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 1981), 1.

11

Jonathan Barnes, “Metaphysics,” in The Cambridge Companion to Aristotle, ed. Jonathan Barnes

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 79. See also Robin Smith, “Logic,” in The Cambridge

Companion to Aristotle, ed. Jonathan Barnes (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 55-57. Here

Smith argues that understanding the categories is difficult and then examines side by side Aristotle’s

discussion in the Topics I.9 103b20-25 and Categories 4, Ib25-2a4. Smith argues that these passages could

be viewed in three ways, first as a list of types of predicates which arises out of reflection upon basic

questions of being, second, the categories can be understood as the highest genera, and third, the categories

are kinds of predication.

12

Categories 2, 1a20-1b6. For an insightful reading of this particular passage see Sheldon M. Cohen,

Aristotle on Nature and Incomplete Substance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 10-11.

Cohen explains that the terms “said of” and “said in (or “present in”)” should be understood as technical

terms instructive about the things that are. What Aristotle ultimately does in the opening chapters of the

Categories, Cohen observes, is to turn Platonism on its head, making primary substance the individual,
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fourfold distinction is Aristotle’s fundamental distinction between substance and accident

which governs the relationship between the first category of being (substance) and the

other nine (accidents). Aristotle defines substance (ousia) as “that which is neither said

of a subject nor in a subject, e.g., the individual man or the individual horse.”13 Aristotle

further posits that “it is a characteristic common to every substance not to be in a

subject,”14 and that “every substance seems to signify a certain ‘this’.”15 By contrast, an

accident inheres in a substance and thus exists in a derivative way.16 Aristotle further

divides substance into primary substance and secondary substance. A primary substance

is the existing individual whose existence makes possible the existence of all other

things.17 Secondary substances are the species and genera.18 An existing individual or

primary substance belongs to the species, which in turn belongs to the genus. Neither the

species nor the genus would exist if it were not for the existing individual. The idea of

substance that emerges here is that substance is a subject, that of which something is

predicated. Aristotle establishes in the Categories that the “highly actual concrete

singular thing” is primary substance because it alone has independent existence and thus,



concrete being rather than the forms, and the forms (species, genera) secondary substances and thus,

dependent on the individual concrete being.

13

Categories 5, 2a13-15. See also Cohen 1996, 6-7. Cohen discusses here the difficulties in the use of the

English word substance for the Greek word that Aristotle uses, ousia. The word substance is problematic

because it can mean stuff aligning it more with the way that Aristotle understands matter, or it can mean

essence which is clearly not the way that Aristotle is using it in the Categories. Cohen offers that at times

it might be better to use the word ‘thing’ in order to attend to the distinction between the individual being

and its though still uses the traditional translation of ousia as substance. I point this out here in a footnote

in order to both address the translation difficulties and to underscore how Aristotle definition of substance

here as the individual concrete being.

14

Categories 5, 3a9.

15

Categories 5, 3b10.

16

Barnes 1995, 77.

17

Categories 5, 2b5-6.

18

Categories 5, 2a15-19.
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is logically and ontologically first.19 In the Categories, substance is what is primary,

what is “basic and prior to all else.”20 A point that should be made here is that based on

this classification scheme not everything that exists is a substance. But the basic

distinction between what exists as a substance and what does not is based on the four-fold

distinction that Aristotle gives at the beginning of the Categories. This four-fold

distinction, however, falls short of providing an analysis of substance and its components

that accounts for it standing alone and not being said of or said in a subject. It is in the

Metaphysics that such an analysis is offered.

In the middle books (VII-IX) of the Metaphysics, Aristotle offers a complex and more

highly developed analysis of substance in which he considers whether substance should

be understood as form, matter, or the composite of both. What informs his discussion of

substance here is the principle of hylomorphism, Aristotle’s doctrine that each thing is a

unity of form and matter. I will discuss hylomorphism in more detail later. Nowhere in

the Categories does Aristotle mention hylomorphism or its components, form and

matter.21 So the discussion of substance in the Metaphysics has a decidedly different

approach, and given that in this text Aristotle is not simply offering a classification of

being, but a science of being, his discussion of substance engages the question of the

intelligibility of being.

At the beginning of Metaphysics VII Aristotle claims that there are several senses

in which a thing is said to be. Either ‘to be’ means “what a thing is or a ‘this’,” or ‘to be’

19



Josheph Owens, “Matter and Predication in Aristotle,” in Aristotle: The Collected Papers of Joseph

Owens, ed. John R. Catan (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1981), 36.

20

Shields 2007, 257.

21

Shields 2007, 167-170. Shields here discusses the possibility that the categories are derived from

hylomorphism, that form is the basis of the category of quality and matter is the basis of the category of

quantity. Since form and matter make no appearance in the Categories, Shields thinks that this claim is

problematic. However, he points out that this is an approach that medieval thinkers took and has the

advantage of grounding the categories in the world.
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means “that a thing is of a certain quality or quantity or has some such predicate asserted

of it.”22 Aristotle qualifies this statement, however, claiming that while there are indeed

these several senses of being, that which is, in the primary sense, is the ‘what’ or the

substance of the thing.23 Thus, the meaning of substance here departs from narrowness of

the Categories. Perhaps to emphasize the greater breadth and depth that he will give to

substance in the Metaphysics, Aristotle then, identifies the question, what being is, with

the question, what substance is.24 According to Jonathan Barnes, this is Aristotle’s

leading question.25 The question of substance, here, takes on existential and ontological

import making it the most fundamental of all questions.26 Barnes contends that in this

one question Aristotle implicitly asks three questions: (1) What does it mean to call

something a substance, i.e., to call something ontologically primary? (2) What must that

which is called a substance be like in order to be ontologically primary? (3) What items

actually qualify as substances?27 It is clear that Aristotle is concerned here, among other

things, to provide the ground of the distinction between the substance and the accident,

between those things that cannot be predicated of something else and those things that are

predicated of something else, reaching beyond the discussion in the Categories. These

three implicit questions that Barnes observes here point to some of the difficulties that

Aristotle is addressing. Of these three questions, Barnes claims that it is the second that



22



Metaphysics 7.1, 1028a10-13.

Metaphysics 7.1, 1028a13-15.

24

Metaphysics 7.1, 1028b2-4.

25

Barnes 1995, 90. Barnes also explains here that what Aristotle means, indeed, “his overall metaphysical

position,” is far from clear and still open to scholarly debate. Nonetheless, Barnes offers what he calls a

“simplistic” interpretation which I will follow in this chapter in order to present the basic elements of

Aristotle’s thought.

26

Aristotle, Metaphysics, 7.1, 1028b2-4, trans. W.D. Ross in The Complete Works of Aristotle: The

Revised Oxford Translation, Volume Two, ed. Jonathan Barnes, (New Jersey: Princeton University Press,

1984).

27

Barnes 1995, 90.

23
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is most problematic for Aristotle to answer because he seems to be pulled in opposite

directions.28

On the one hand, Barnes observes, Aristotle clearly understands a substance as the

individual entity he indicates in the Categories.29 On the other hand, he wants substance

to be intelligible, that is, definable.30 The problem is that only common items, like

species or genera, are definable. This raises the question of the intelligibility of the

existing individual and hence, of the world.31 Barnes sees a tension in Aristotle:

“Substances are individuals: Mozart is a substance, man is not. Substances are

definable: man is a substance, Mozart is not.”32 In Metaphysics V, Aristotle claims that

substance is “the ultimate substratum, which is no longer predicated of anything else,”

and at the same time that a substance is “a ‘this’ and separable.”33 How Aristotle can

hold both of these accounts is problematic, but Barnes offers a resolution.

“This so-and-so” is the translation of Aristotle’s tode ti. This phrase, tode ti,

according to Barnes, is Aristotle’s attempt to resolve the tension between the

individuality of substance, i.e., that substance indicates the existing individual as seen in

the Categories, and the need for substance to be definable. The ‘this’ indicates the

individual, which for Aristotle, is “one in number” or as Barnes explains, “one item

which can be identified and distinguished from other items and re-identified again as the

28



Barnes 1995, 90.

Barnes 1995, 90-91.

30

Barnes 1995, 91.

31

Metaphysics, 7.10, 1036a1-8. This text is concerned with the difficulty of the ontological status of the

individual concrete substance and hence its intelligibility. Here Aristotle contends that there is no

definition of the individual concrete substance. They are known with the help of thought or perception, but

when we are not actually conscious of them, we do not clearly know of their existence. It is only by means

of a universal formula that they are cognized.

32

Barnes 1995, 91.

33

Metaphysics 5.8, 1017b23-25. Barnes’ translation of this passage is, “things are called substances in two

ways: a substance is whatever is an ultimate subject, which is no longer said of anything else; and a

substance is a this so-and-so which is also separable,” 91.

29
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same item.”34 The ‘so-and-so’ indicates the definable, the ‘what’.35 What Aristotle

means by “separable” is unclear, but Barnes contends that it should mean that the

existence of the substance “can be explained without invoking the existence of anything

else.”36 Barnes observes that it is fairly clear that Aristotle understands substance as the

individual and as that which indicates what the individual is, the form or essence.

As abovementioned, at the beginning of Metaphysics VII, Aristotle claims that

there are several senses of being. Aristotle here continues the distinction drawn in the

Categories between the existing individual and the accidents said of this individual. But

he frames the discussion in Metaphysics in terms of ontology rather than logic, that is, he

asks in what senses can a thing be said to be? The primary sense in which a thing can be

said to be is the ‘what’ or the individual substance,37 while every other sense in which a

thing is said to be predicates something of substance. Aristotle here affirms what he

argues in the Categories, namely, that substance is “that which is not predicated of a

subject, but of which all else is predicated.”38 However, he observes that there is more

than one way in which substance can be understood, namely, either as the essence, the

universal, the genus, or the substratum.39 The substratum is “that of which other things

are predicated, while it is itself not predicated of anything else.”40 Now if substance is

understood as the substratum, it is necessary to determine the nature of the substratum.

Aristotle considers that it can have the sense of being matter, form, or the union of matter
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Barnes 1995, 91.

Barnes 1995, 91.
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Barnes 1995, 92.

37

Metaphysics 7.1, 1028a 14-15.

38

Metaphysics 7.3, 1029a 7-8.

39

Metaphysics 7.3, 1028b33-35.
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Metaphysics 7.3, 1028b35-37.
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and form.41 Before turning to a discussion of each of these notions, what can be taken

from this discussion on substance is that Aristotle uses three criteria to determine what

substance is, subject, individual, and separable.42

Matter and Potentiality. In the Metaphysics, Aristotle defines matter as “that

which in itself is neither a particular thing nor of a certain quantity or assigned to any

other of the categories by which being is determined.”43 Matter in itself is not a

particular thing because, by definition, an individual thing is a composed of both form

and matter. Matter simply as matter has no actual existence, and this is due to the fact

that it is not formed matter and not being formed matter is without definition or

determination. In fact, Aristotle claims that matter is “unknowable in itself.”44 This very

lack of determinateness is what gives matter the capacity to be formed or determined. As

no particular thing and having not particular determination, matter is dunamis or

potentiality. Dunamis means the capacity of doing something or being something, a

power, capacity, or a potentiality.45 So while matter as pure potentiality has no existence,

potentiality itself is the power or capacity of matter to be formed, or to be acted upon, and

is thus a necessary condition of the existence of a composite being or substance.46



41



Metaphysics 7.3, 1029a7-33.

Sheldon M. Cohen 1996, 131-135. Cohen here acknowledges these three criteria of substantiality as

being those widely discussed in the literature. He finds, in addition to these three, six criteria of

substantiality: (1) the differentia of the species must be proper, (2) the thing must be one by nature, (3) Its

parts must be incapable of separate existence, (4) its movement must be indivisible, (5) it must be naturally

continuous, and (6) its parts cannot be full-fledged substances in their own right. These criteria will

become helpful when discussing the question of the substantiality of the soul in the section on De Anima.

43

Metaphysics 7.3, 1029a20-23.

44

Metaphysics 7.10, 1036a8.

45

Barnes 1995, 95; Sheldon M. Cohen 1996, 164.

46

Metaphysics 9.1, 1046a16-21.
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Matter as potentiality is the principle of change for Aristotle. All things that

change are composed, in part, of matter.47 In order to explain how something comes into

being or changes, in the Metaphysics, Aristotle says that “everything that changes is

something and is changed by something and into something.”48 A something is already

formed matter, what is generated or comes into being is a this, a composite of form and

matter.49 Matter only has actual existence as formed, as S. Marc Cohen explains that

matter at every level except the lowest is “itself a compound of matter and form, and its

essential properties will be those of its form.”50 As formed matter a thing is actually a

specific something, and as this specific something, it has the capacity to be changed into

a specific something else because it is composed of matter determined in a certain way.

Aristotle says that when we look for the material cause of the human being, for example,

we must look to the proximate material cause. Rather than looking to the elements as

material cause, we need to look to the “matter peculiar to the thing.”51 This is because in

order for something to be changed into something else, it must already be that something

else, potentially. Thus, only matter that is already determined in some way has the

capacity to be or become a particular thing. For example, only certain kinds of matter

have the capacity to become a saw; a saw cannot be made out of wool.52 Wool can never

actually be a saw because in some sense, prior to being a saw, it would have to

potentially be a saw. But wool lacks such characteristics that would give it the capacity

to be a saw. Steel is able to be an axe because it has the capacity to have a sharp edge.

47



Metaphysics 8.5, 1044b26-28.

Metaphysics 12.3, 1069b36-1070a1.

49

Metaphysics, 8.3, 1043b18-19. See also Metaphysics 7.11, 1037a1-2.

50

S. Marc Cohen, “Hylomorphism and Functionalism,” in Essays on Aristotle’s De Anima, ed. Martha

Nussbaum and Amelie Rorty (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), 71.
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Metaphysics 8.4, 1044a33-1044b2.

52

Metaphysics 8.4, 1044a26-30.
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Steel is potentially an axe. Potentiality as a power or a capacity is essentially what it is

capable of being, but this essential capacity comes not from matter, but from form.

Form and Actuality. Form is that which determines and identifies a being as what

it is. In the Metaphysics Aristotle identifies the form with essence: “By form I mean the

essence of each thing and its primary substance.”53 Essence is the word used to translate

Aristotle’s to ti ên einai, which literally means “the what it was to be” for a thing.

Essence is “what something is.”54 In the Posterior Analytics, Aristotle claims that the

definition seems to be the “what it is” (to ti esti).55 But in the Posterior Analytics,

Sheldon M. Cohen explains, Aristotle is not concerned with the “what it is” question in

terms of substances, as is clearly the case in the Metaphysics where Aristotle contends

that “definition and essence in the primary and simple sense belong to substances.”56 In

the Metaphysics, Aristotle is concerned to show what substance is primarily, and what

appears to win out is that substance is primarily form which is essence.57 Thus, the

substance of the Categories is definable since, in being a composite of both form and

matter, it has definition and determining characteristics. Form determines and defines

matter and is therefore prior to matter. Form is actuality (entelecheia or energeia),

matter is potentiality (dunamis). The entelecheia or energeia can be understood as the

exercise of a capacity or the actualization of a potential such that, as Sheldon M. Cohen

explains, every “actualization or realization (energeia) of a dunamis is the completion
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Metaphysics 7.7, 1032b1-2.

Metaphysics 7.4, 1030a3.
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Aristotle, Posterior Analytics 2, 90b4, trans. Jonathan Barnes, in The Complete Works of Aristotle: The

Revised Oxford Translation, Volume One, ed. Jonathan Barnes (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton

University Press, 1984).
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Sheldon M. Cohen 1996, 15; Metaphysics 7.4, 1030b4-5.
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Shields 2007, 256-257.
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(entelecheia) of that dunamis.”58 Since is matter is nothing in itself, unknowable in itself,

form as actuality, realizes the potentiality of matter. Thus, it is unity of formed matter

that has actual existence, not essentially, but such that existence follows from the form as

actuality.59

Hylomorphic union. Each individual being or substance is a composite, a unity of

matter and form, a unity of potentiality and actuality.60 Matter as potentiality is capable

of receiving the form which as actuality is only realized in matter. Barnes explains that

Aristotle originally understood matter as stuff and form as shape, his standard example

being the bronze sphere.61 The bronze is the stuff and the sphere is the shape. Stuff is

indefinable in itself for it lacks the structure or determinateness that shape gives to it. In

the Physics, Aristotle explains that every sensible substance is composed of two

principles, matter and form.62 Joseph Owens uses an analogy to explain how the matter

that is unknowable (potentiality) becomes knowable (actuality). As bronze is to the

statue, matter is the “underlying nature in any sensible substance to its corresponding

form.”63 Matter as the underlying nature in any sensible substance is in itself completely

indeterminate. In contrast, the form is the “fundamental knowable content” of the

sensible thing.64 The form actuates the matter and thus constitutes the particular thing.65

The result of the union of form and matter is the particular thing which is at once
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individual and knowable. That each particular thing is a union of form and matter is

Aristotle’s hylopmorphic principle. At the core of this principle is the claim that matter

and form are one and the same thing. In any given hylopmorphic union, the matter is

essentially what the form is actually, and therefore are somehow one.66

S. Marc Cohen observes that while Aristotle typically uses the artifact model of

the bronze sphere or bronze statue to illustrate the hylomorphic union, it has its

advantages and disadvantages. In such a model, form can be easily understood as either

the shape of the material or in more complex cases the functional organization.67 S. Marc

Cohen explains, however, that a major disadvantage of the artifact model, to Aristotle’s

own theory, is that it characterizes the connection of form and matter as contingent and

thus oversimplifies the hylomorphic union.68 In all but the simplest of cases, the artifact

model is unable to appreciate the complex unity of the form and matter relationship. In

highly complex cases, for example, living being, it is only highly formed matter that has

the capacity to receive a form, a soul, that has complicated material requirements. The

more complex a being, the less contingent the relationship between form and matter

appears to be.



In De Anima, Aristotle considers the case of living beings, devoting



much time to understanding the characteristics of a body that can be ensouled.



1.2 De Anima

From the outset of his study of the soul in De Anima where he claims that the soul

is the principle of animal life, Aristotle concerns himself with the difficulties of his task.
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Aristotle’s stated aim is to understand first, the soul’s essential nature, i.e., the nature of

the soul’s substantiality, and second, the soul’s properties or affections including those

properties had by the soul itself and those had by the composite of the body and soul.69

What complicates the study of the soul, the principle of animal life, is its relation to the

body. Early in Book I Aristotle observes that most of the affections or movements of the

soul involve the body. 70 The only possible exception is thinking unless it be shown that

thinking is impossible without the bodily imagination.71 Aristotle understands the soul’s

affections as enmattered accounts (logoi), meaning that with most of the affections of the

soul there is a concurrent affection of the body. 72 An enmattered account involves both

psychic conditions and material conditions, or as Amelie Rorty characterizes it, cognition

and the body.73 Aristotle offers the example of anger as such an enmattered account:

“anger should be defined as a certain mode of movement of such and such a body (or part

or faculty of a body) by this or that cause and for this or that end.”74

Aristotle considers whether the affections of the soul should be studied by the

physicist (physikos) or the dialectician (dialektikos); the physicist specifies the material

conditions, the dialectician specifies the account or form.75 But Aristotle contends that

simply supplying the material conditions and the form is not enough, a proper definition

69



De Anima 402a7-9: “Et quesitum est scire naturam et substantiam eius; postea autem omnia que accidunt

ei. Et existimatum est quod horum accidentium quedam sunt passiones propire anme, et quedam accidunt

corpori propter animam.”

70

De Anima 403a5-7: “Et nos videmus quod plures earum impossibile est ut sint neque actio neque passio
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71
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72

De Anima 403a16-18: “Et videtur etiam quod omnes passiones anime sunt in corpore, ut iracundia, et

gratia, et timor, et pietas, et auda.” See also De Anima 403a25: “Unde manifestum est quod passiones
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of the affections of the soul must also include a teleological account, i.e., it must specify

the purpose or end.76 In other words, as Rorty points out, in order to understand the

relationship between the material conditions and the account or form, we must know the

“end designated in its logos.”77 Given the nature of the affections of the soul as

enmattered accounts, a study of them requires more than either the physicist or the

dialectician alone can give. Rorty aptly characterizes Aristotle’s study of the soul as a

philosophical bio-psychology acknowledging that it is broader than contemporary

philosophy of mind or contemporary philosophical psychology.78 In the Metaphysics

Aristotle considers whether matter should be part of the definition of substance.79 In the

De Anima, in striving to give an account of living being and its activities, Aristotle

refines his hylomorphic doctrine in order to expand and deepen how he understands the

relationship of form and matter, actuality and potentiality. From the beginning of De

Anima, Aristotle alerts his readers to the intimate relationship between the soul and the

body.

In the rest of the first book of De Anima, Aristotle analyzes his predecessors’

notions of the soul observing two traditional characteristics used to distinguish the

animate from the inanimate: movement and sensation.80 As Aristotle has identified (most

of) the affections of the soul as enmattered accounts, that he begins his discussion of

previous theories of the soul with movement and sensation is important. Any account of
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movement or sensation will have to be grounded in the relationship of the soul to the

body. It is from this point of view that Aristotle examines his predecessors’ ideas and

admonishes them:

The view we have just been examining, in company with most theories

about the soul, involves the following absurdity: they all join the soul to a

body, or place it in a body, without adding any specification of the reason

of their union, or of the bodily conditions required for it. Yet, such

explanation can scarcely be omitted; for some community of nature is

presupposed by the fact that the one acts and the other is acted upon, the

one moves and the other is moved; but it is not the case that any two

things are related to one another in these ways. All, however, that these

thinkers do is to describe the specific characteristics of the soul; they do

not try to determine anything about the body which is to contain it, as if it

were possible, as in the Pythagorean myths, that any soul could be clothed

by any body—an absurd view, for each body seems to have a form and

shape of its own. It is as absurd as to say that the art of carpentry could

embody itself in flutes; each art must use its tools, each soul its body.81

In this passage Aristotle clearly finds fault with those who do not specify either

the reason that the soul is joined to the body or the bodily requirements for such a union.

He reasons that given the fact that “one acts and the other is acted upon,” the relationship

of the soul to the body is a special case. In fact, he finds the view that a study of the soul

that only focuses on the soul’s characteristics and not those of the body is absurd

because: “each body seems to have a form and shape of its own.” The relationship

between the soul and the body is a highly specific one, comparable to the relationship

between an art and its tools.

From Book I of De Anima, we can take the following points: 1) the soul is the

principle of animal life, 2) any account of the soul will require an account of the specific

81



De Anima 407b14-26: “Et dicamus quod est alia improbabilitas contingens huic sermoni et pluribus

sermonibus de anima; et est quia ipsi coniungunt animam corpori et ponunt eam in eo, et non dant cum hoc
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Carpentaria existat in Musica. Ars enim ita utitur instrumentis sicut anima corpore.”
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characteristics of the body as well as the relationship between the soul and the body, and

3) any account of the affections of the soul will require an account of the material

conditions, the form, and the end or purpose. Aristotle, thus, sets up the guidelines for

the study of the soul.

Aristotle begins Book II of De Anima by asking what the soul is, immediately

drawing upon the hylomorphic principle. His answer begins with a brief discussion of

substance recalling the discussion in the Metaphysics where substance is considered in

different senses, as matter, form, or the compound of both. Substance can be considered

in the sense of matter, i.e., “that which in itself is not a this,” in the sense of form or

essence, i.e., “that precisely in virtue of which a thing is called a this,” or in the sense of

the compound of matter and form. Aristotle identifies matter as “potentiality” (dunamis)

and form as “actuality” (entelecheia) and then adds an important qualification of

actuality, distinguishing two kinds: knowledge and reflecting. 82

Aristotle next considers that among substances are to be found both bodies and

natural bodies. He notes that some natural bodies have life, some do not. Life is here

defined in terms of activity: “self-nutrition, and growth, and decay.”83 Aristotle then

claims that “every natural body which has life in it is a substance in the sense of a

composite.”84 In the Metaphysics Aristotle explicitly identifies the soul as primary
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De Anima 412a14: “Et dicere est vitam nutriri et augeri et diminui.”

84

De Anima 412a15-16: “Unde necesse est ut omne corpus naturale habens communicationem in vita sit
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substance and the body as matter.85 And in De Anima, Aristotle identifies the body as the

subject or matter of the composite, for the soul cannot be a body.86



The soul, then, is the



form, more specifically, “the form of a natural body having life potentially within it.”87

What does Aristotle mean that the soul is the form of a natural body “having life

potentially in it?

Above, Aristotle defined life in terms of activity: nutrition, growth, and decay.

What Aristotle means by a body that has life potentially in it, is not a body that is not

alive, but a body that is alive and therefore has the capacity for life as activity.88 A living

body is a body that has life (as activity) potentially in it. Only a living body has the

capacity to carry out life activities. However, unless some of these activities are being

exercised there is no life. So it seems that Aristotle runs into problems using the

hylomorphic principle to specify what the material component is in the composite of the

living being. As seen above, the matter of the composite must potentially be what the

form is actually. The problem here is that Aristotle identifies the matter in the body-soul

composite as the already ensouled body, the living body, and thus, as Akrill explains, the

body does not have life potentially but necessarily.89 In fact, Aristotle further claims that

a body that is no longer alive is a body in name only raising the thorny problem known as



component of the composite, human being. But an ensouled body is the living body. But every actually

existing matter is already formed matter. So the body is itself a composite.
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the homonymy principle.90 For example, Aristotle asks us to suppose that an axe is a

natural body, such that being an axe is its essence.91 If the essence of being an axe is no

longer present, then the axe is an axe in name only.92 So too with an eye that is deprived

of sight; an eye without sight is an eye in name only.93 Thus, if we try to specify the

body without the soul as the matter in the body-soul composite, S. Marc Cohen explains

that “we must fail, for if what we pick out is not alive, then what we pick out is not a

body.”94 While this is certainly a difficulty, I agree with Cohen here that the point of the

homonymy principle is to remind us of the “crucial importance of function in the

definition of a living creature,” and the fact that Aristotle contends that what a thing is is

always determined by its function.95 At the beginning of Book I of De Anima, Aristotle

claims that to grasp the nature of an affection of the soul, an enmattered account, we need

to specify the material conditions, the formal conditions, and the teleological conditions.

A teleological account always includes the function of the being. The problem with the

living being is that its functioning is at once psychic and bodily. So that while the soul is

not a magnitude or a body, it (or at least some of its powers) cannot exist without a
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specific kind of body. To know the soul is to know the living body. Aristotle must adjust

his hylomorphic principle in order to comprehend the wholeness of the living being.96

This brings us back to the two types of actuality that Aristotle distinguishes:

knowledge and reflecting. The special case of the living body as a substance is a special

case of hylomorphism because it requires a higher degree of unity of form and matter

than the case of the bronze sphere because it has to function as a whole. Moreover,

Aristotle has to account not just for the existence of a living being, but the living of the

living being. This means being able to account for both life and the exercise of that life.

The unity of a living being has to be a functional unity where the matter is of such a kind

that it has the capacity to carry out the functions of life. But such a capacity is held only

by the body that is already living.

To address the complicated status of the living being, Aristotle distinguishes a

first actuality (entelecheia) and a second actuality (entelecheia). The first actuality can

be understood as a capacity or aptitude and is contrasted with the second actuality which

is the exercise of this capacity. Sheldon M. Cohen explains that first actuality stands to

second actuality as a sort of dunamis or power.97 But, according to Cohen, Aristotle

defines dunamis most basically as a source of change, the ability to change into

something else.98 The ability to change into something else is the kind of change that

Aristotle calls a kinesis.99 But not all dunamis is change of this type. There is that

change which is the exercise of a capacity. The first actuality is this second sort of
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change, it “marks a things’ ability to exhibit or become what it really is, rather than for it

to become different.”100 Aristotle says that the soul, like knowledge, is such a first

actuality. Knowledge is a first actuality (entelecheia) that makes possible the second

actuality or exercise of knowledge, reflection. Thus, the soul is the first actuality of a

“natural body having life potentially in it.”101 A body that potentially has life is a body

that is organized, that is, has organs which have the power or capacity to carry out the

exercise of life activities. Thus, the soul is, more precisely, the first actuality of a natural

organized body.102

Aristotle contends that the soul is the “what it is to be” for a body with organs,

the soul is “an account or essence,” as well as “the cause or source of the living body.”103

In fact, the soul is the source of movement, the end, and the essence of the whole living

body.”104 As the essence and actuality of the living body, the soul or some parts of it

cannot exist separate from the body.105 Aristotle emphasizes here that the soul is the

actuality of certain kind of body and again claims that it is a mistake not to specify the
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characteristics of the body required for the soul because the actuality of any given thing

requires a matter that has the appropriate potentiality.106

The way that Aristotle characterizes the unity of soul and body goes well beyond

the hylomorphism of an artifact. Whether artifacts have real essences, or whether beds

have a higher degree of unity than that of a heap are questions that are open to debate.107

The case of the living being stands apart from these artifacts in that there seems to be a

higher degree of unity of form and matter. When Aristotle defines the soul as the form of

the body that potentially has life in it such that the soul is the “what it is to be” of an

organized body, he is not concerned simply about the substantiality of the soul but is also

addressing the nature of the relationship of the soul to the body, rejecting any

contingency in the relationship between this body and this soul.108 Recall that Aristotle

rejects the notion that he attributes to the Pythagoreans that “any soul could be clothed by

any body.” Rather, Aristotle contends that each body seems to have a form and shape of

its own. Since matter in itself has no determinateness, then matter without being highly

formed, cannot account for the intricate and definable structures found in the bodily

organs necessary for life. But since the body and bodily organs exist for the sake of the

soul, and the soul is the actuality of the a body with organs, then the structure of the

bodily organ must be understood as form. But the bodily organ as formed is the ensouled
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bodily organ. Moreover, it is an organ that is attached to the living body. The point is, in

no way can inanimate matter account for the physical structures of the bodily organ

required for the activities of life, like nutrition, growth, or sensation.109 When Aristotle

defines the soul as the form of a living body, he is defining the relationship of matter and

form as essential. The living being is an essentially ensouled being. While it is well

agreed upon that Aristotle has this notion of an essentially ensouled being, how it is to be

understood and its significance has given rise to much debate.110 For the purposes of this

dissertation, I simply want to stress the intimate relationship between the soul and the

body. It is within the intimacy of this relationship that Aristotle explains the various

powers of the soul, nutrition, sensation, and thought. Both nutrition and sensation are

powers of the soul that depend on the body but thought is seen to be a different kind of

power that does not itself depend on the body.111 Though sensation is dependent on the

body and thinking is independent from the body, Aristotle holds that a kinship exists

between them. In the discussion on sensation that follows, I will pay particular attention

to this kinship using it to guide the way into the main focus of this discussion, intellective

cognition.112 Aristotle gives his main discussion on sense cognition or sense perception

in De Anima.
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Sensation. Aristotle characterizes sensation or sense perception as a “qualitative

alteration” and says that only that which has soul is capable of sensing.113 Sensation

requires the composite of the body and soul and more specifically, an appropriate bodily

organ:

A primary sense-organ is that in which such a power is seated. The sense

and its organ are the same in fact, but their essence is not the same. What

perceives is, of course, a spatial magnitude, but we must not admit that

either the having the power to perceive or the sense itself is a magnitude;

what they are is a certain form or power in a magnitude.114

Sense perception involves one or more of the five senses, each of which has its own

proper organ and its own proper object. Whereas in nutrition, the soul acts upon its

object, food, it is the other way around in sensation which depends on “a process of

movement or affection from without.”115 What Aristotle observes about sensation is that

it only happens when there is an external sensible object present. He compares sensation

to the combustible which requires an external agent to ignite.116 Since sense perception is

a process which requires the material bodily organ and the material sensed object,

somehow the material object acts through a medium upon the sense organ; the organ is

thus affected qualitatively by the sensed object. This change of quality can be understood

in a certain sense as a transition from potentiality to actuality, e.g., the sense is potentially

113
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what the sensed object actually is. Actually sensing the object means that this object acts

upon the sense so that the sense actually becomes what it only potentially was.

Aristotle gives a detailed account of what happens in the process of each sense.

Each sense has its own proper object that cannot be perceived by another sense such that

when the sense perceives its own proper object, it does so without error.117 Examples of

the proper objects of the various senses include: color for sight, sound for hearing, and

flavor for taste.118 In addition to the proper sensibles, there are the common sensibles

which include: motion, rest, number, figure, and magnitude, and are not proper to any

one sense but common to all.119 In an interesting passage, Aristotle explains the

difference between an incidental object of sense and a proper object of sense. The

example that Aristotle uses for an incidental object is a white object that we see that is the

son of Diares (in the Latin text below we see that it is Socrates). We see the white object

because color is the proper object of sight whereas the son of Diares is only incidental to

our perception of white.120 The point that Aristotle emphasizes here is that white is a

proper sensible because it is perceptible in itself, that is, it affects the senses whereas the

“son of Diares” does not. Moreover, Aristotle says that the very structure of each sense is

adapted to the nature of its perceptible object.121 Here again, Aristotle attends to the

specific characteristics of the body that the sensitive part of the soul requires in order to
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sense. Moreover, what is sensed is that which in its nature is able to be sensed. What

senses is that which in its nature is able to sense.

In an important passage in De Anima 2.5, Aristotle claims that “Everything that is

acted upon or moved is acted upon by an agent which is actually at work.”122 What is

acted upon is in a state of potentiality in relation to the actuality of the agent. The

different senses of potentiality and actuality need to be distinguished, and here Aristotle

uses the example of being a knower. Someone can be a knower in the sense that she is in

the class of beings that are able to know, in the sense that she actually possesses a certain

kind of knowledge, and in the sense that she actually is exercising that knowledge such

that it is in this third sense that she is most actually a knower.123 When she is in the first

sense of being a knower, she is in a state of essential potency where she requires a change

of quality, that is, acquiring knowledge by way of repeated instruction.124 In the second

sense of being a knower, when she actually possesses a certain knowledge, she is in a

state of accidental potency. When she actually exercises the knowledge that she has she

is not fully actualizing herself as a knower. To understand the transition between having

knowledge and exercising it requires a more careful consideration of the being “acted

upon.”
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Aristotle distinguishes two meanings of being “acted upon:” first, “to be acted

upon” means “the extinction of one of two contraries by the other” and second, “the

maintenance of what is potential by the agency of what is actual and already like what is

acted upon, as actual to potential.”125 Aristotle specifically discusses in this passage the

transition from merely possessing knowledge to being an actual knower and contends that

such a transition either ought not to be thought of as an alteration at all or else a different

kind of alteration.126 The process by which one who has the power to know and who then

learns or acquires knowledge by way of the one who actually knows ought only to be

understood as a process of acting upon in the sense that a change to a thing’s disposition

and nature has occurred.127 To be a knower fully requires that someone first acquires

knowledge and then exercises it. By acquiring knowledge something about the knower’s

disposition has fundamentally changed so that she is now in a different state of

potentiality such that she now has the capacity to exercise that knowledge. Aristotle says

that the process of sensation is comparable to intellection. Aristotle says that, at birth, a

living thing, in terms of sensation, is already in the same state of potentiality as the state

of possessing knowledge, and thus, actual sensation corresponds to the exercising of

knowledge.128 The sense is already disposed to sensing such that it only requires that

there be an external sensible object present to it for it to actually sense. The point here is
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that the change involved in sensation is unlike ordinary change. It is a change in which

that which that which has the capability of sensing actually now senses.

In the process of being acted upon, the sense and the sensed object lose their

dissimilarity such that the sense which is acted upon becomes like in quality to the object

that acted upon it.129 The sense organ is that part of the body “which is potentially such

as its object is actually.”130 The sense organ has a structure that is adapted to its proper

object. Its proper object is by nature perceptible; the sense organ by nature is that which

is able to perceive. What makes an sensible object what it actually is, i.e., actually

sensible, is its form, not its matter. Somehow the sense is potentially what it senses, not

the whole of the material object but just what makes the external sensed object sensible,

and this is the sensible form. But the sense does not become exactly what the object is,

rather it becomes only a likeness or receives a likeness. How does the sense receive the

form of its object?

In order to answer this question we need to consider the elements that are

involved in the process of sensation as well as Aristotle’s characterization of the way the

form is received by the sense organ. I will discuss the former first. Aristotle discusses

each sense in detail, for my purposes here, I will discuss sight only. The object of sight is

the visible, and this is color.131 Every color, Aristotle explains has the power to move the

transparent where the transparent is that which is visible, though not in itself, its visibility
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comes from the color of something else.132 Color sets in movement the transparent air

which is the medium between the visible external object and the eye. A medium is

necessary because if the object of color is placed on the eye, the eye will not see.133

Somehow the color (and in the case of hearing, sound) acts upon the transparent medium

which then acts upon the eye. All sensation involves the external object, the medium that

is acted upon by the external object and which then acts upon the sense organ, and the

sense organ itself.134 When a proper sensible acts upon the sense its effect is to bring

about a perception of it. For example, when an odor or smell acts upon the sense of

smell, Aristotle says that its effect is to make something smell it.135 While the air is

certainly affected by the smell, that is, moved by the smell to act up the organ of smell,

the air itself does not smell the odor because it is not capable of doing so, only the sense

organ of smell is capable of doing so.136 Only that which is capable of smelling the odor
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can be acted upon in such a way that sensation occurs, and in order for sensation to occur,

an ensouled and properly structured sense organ is required. I am now able to address

how Aristotle characterizes the reception of form by the sense organ.

Aristotle explains that the sense and the sense organ are in fact the same, but their

essence is not.137 While what carries out the act of perception is the bodily organ or that

which has “spatial magnitude,” the actual acts of perception are themselves distinct from

the bodily organ: “what they are is a certain form or power in a magnitude.”138 In a wellknown but controversial passage in De Anima II, 12, Aristotle explains the activity of

sense perception:

Generally, about all perception, we can say that a sense is what has the

power of receiving into itself the sensible forms of things without the

matter, in the way in which a piece of wax takes on the impress of a

signet-ring without the iron or gold, what produces the impression is a

signet of bronze or gold, but not qua bronze or gold;139

Aristotle compares the act of sensation, the reception of the sensible form without the

matter, to the way in which “a piece of wax takes on the impress of a signet-ring without

the iron or gold.” The impression is made by the gold ring not qua gold but as it is a solid

object in the shape or form of a signet ring. The wax receives the form of the ring not the

matter of the ring. But the reception of form without the matter of the agent, Joseph

Owens explains, is common to all change for Aristotle and is not peculiar to the kind of



est igitur differentia inter olfacere et pati? Dicamus igitur quod olfacere est sentire; cum autem aer patitur,

velociter fit sensatus.”

137

De Anima 424a 24-25: “Et in quo est ista potentia est primum sentiens. Sunt igitur idem, in esse autem

diversa.”

138

De Anima 424a 27-28: “Illud enim quod sentit est aliqua magnitudo, et non secundum quod sentit;

neque sensus est magnitudo, sed intentio et virtus illius.”

139

De Anima 424a 18-22: Et dicendum est universaliter de omni sensu quod sensus est recipiens formas

sensibilium sine materia, v.g. quod cera recipit formam anuli sine ferro aut auro, et recipit signum quod est

ex cupro aut ex auro, sed non secundum quod est cuprum aut aurum.”
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change that happens in sensation.140 What then, is the kind of change that Aristotle wants

to indicate in his description of sensation as the reception of the sensible form “without

the matter?” Does it involve a bodily change, a psychic change, or both? How is this

phrase, “without the matter,” to be understood? These are critical questions not only in

terms of understanding the process of sensation but also in terms of understanding the

likeness of the sensible object that now exists in the soul at the level of the body.

In De Anima II, 12, 424a18-19, Aristotle, as quoted above, defines sensation as

the reception of the sensible form without the matter. At 424b3 he contrasts this

reception by the sense with the example of the plant being warmed or cooled as a process

of receiving the forms of sensible objects “with their matter.” Aristotle claims that plants

are unable to perceive because they do not have a mean. Without the mean, a plant has

no principle in it for taking in the sensible form without the matter; plants are affected by

sensible forms with their matter. Though it is true that the hand can be warmed in the

way that the plant can, there is a simultaneous awareness of this warmth by the sense, an

awareness that is not present in the plant. Aristotle at De Anima III, 2, 425b11-15 claims

that through the power of sense we are both aware of the sense object and aware that we

are sensing. There is a vast amount of literature on De Anima 2.12 concerning just what

Aristotle means by receiving the form without matter. I will discuss first a traditional

understanding of this passage and then briefly discuss some of the current debate.
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Joseph Owens, “Aristotle—Cognition a Way of Being,” in Aristotle: The Collected Papers of Joseph

Owens, ed. John R. Catan (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1981), 74-80, 77-78. See also

Joseph Owens, “Aristotelian Soul as Cognitive of Sensibles, Intelligibles, and Self,” (Albany: State

University of New York Press, 1981), 81-98. Owens makes the same observation, namely, that, “In every

type of efficient causality observable in the universe does not the matter of the agent remain in the agent?

It is not received by the patient,” 84.
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Owens contends that in defining sensation as the reception of the sensible form

without the matter, as opposed to the plant that receives the form with the matter,

Aristotle is distinguishing between the cognitional and non-cognitional reception of

form.141 Whereas the plant’s reception of form is merely physical, i.e., the plant is not

aware of the received warmth, the sense is cognitional, that is, aware.142 The point is not

to say that matter is not involved in sensation, for Owens contends that, for Aristotle,

matter is involved “in every cognitive act by a man, as well as by every sensible agent

that imparts the form.”143 The point is rather to understand the precise meaning of matter

in this phrase, “without the matter.”

Owens argues that it is not meant in a “jejunely physical sense,” that is, ‘matter’

here seems to mean the highly specific nature of the ring, gold, as opposed to its generic

nature, solid body.144 Owens argues, the “generic nature of a solid body always

accompanies the notion of a device,” since for Aristotle, an accident is inconceivable

apart from the substance in which it inheres.145 The device is the signet, and as device it

is an accident of a solid body. So the distinction between matter and form in this

particular instance, Owens argues, is a distinction between a body specifically

determined, gold, and the notion of body in general as determined by a specific accident

like a device. The reception of the form is indifferent to the gold. Thus, according to

Owens, “the agent impresses the form on the patient as the form of a solid body,” not as
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Owens 1981, 82.

Owens 1981, 82.

143

Owens 1981, 83.

144

Owens 1981, 84.

145

Owens 1981, 84; see also Categories 1a24-25. How the accident is understood and especially in terms

of inherence is an issue that becomes important for Scotus and will have some impact on his cognitive

theory and especially on the nature of the intelligible species which will be discussed in Chapter 4 of this

dissertation.
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the form of gold.146 If the phrase “without the matter” is meant to bear the weight of the

distinction between the cognitional reception of form and the non-cognitional reception

of form, how is this meaning of matter relevant?

Owens contends that Aristotle here means the matter of the agent rather than the

matter of the recipient. But even so, matter here can take on a highly specific meaning as

shown in his above argument. In this way it is relevant to cognitional receptivity because

it raises the issue of what the sense is sensing, and appears to be an explanation of the

fact that each sense is aware of proper and common sensibles.147 It is here, though, that

Owens looks to the Greek commentary tradition for its interpretation on this passage.148

Owens contends that this tradition understands the reception of the sensible form without

matter to mean a solely cognitive reception, that is, form is received by form. While the

sense organ is material, it does not receive the sensible form according to its materiality,

but insofar as it is in act, that is, as it is a sense power at the level of form.149 It cannot be

the case that the sensible form is received into matter because then a new composite thing

would be formed. Rather, the form is received by form thus giving support to Aristotle’s

claim that the sense and the sensed are one in actuality just like the knower and the

known are identified.150 Owens appeals to Metaphysics, 1041b7-28 to make his case.

The form is what causes a thing to be and to be what it is. The sensible form received

146



Owens 1981, 85.

Owens 1981, 85. The proper object of each sense is that object that cannot be perceived by any other

sense and when each sense perceives its on proper object there is no error. The proper or special objects of

each sense are, for example, color-sight, sound-hearing, flavor-taste. The common sensible objects are

those objects that are common to all of the sensese and include movement, rest, number, figure, and

magnitude. See De Anima 418a7-19 for Aristotle’s discussion.

148

Owens 1981, 86-95. See also Richard Sorabji, “From Aristotle to Brentano: The Development of the

Concept of Intentionality,” in Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy, supplementary volume, 1991:

Aristotle and the Later Tradition, ed. H. Blumenthal and H. Robinson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991):

227-59.
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Owens 1981, 92. I will take the point up again in chapter 4 when I am discussing Scotus’ own account.

150

Owens 1981, 92.
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without matter makes the sense be the sensed immaterially.151 Owens thus concludes this

lengthy argument based on the highly refined understanding of matter that he offers, as

well as the commentary tradition, to contend that Aristotle’s claim that the sensible form

is received without matter is meant as an explanation of the sensible objects themselves

and not merely proper or common sensibles. Indeed, Owens argues that, “it is meant as

an explanation of the nature of cognition itself insofar as cognition and immateriality

coincide,” for “to be a thing immaterially is to be aware of it.”152

This argument of Owens goes hand in hand with an argument he gives in another

article in which he emphasizes that the form received without matter should be

understood as a tool, an instrument in a causal chain.153 He appeals to De Anima III, 8

where Aristotle draws an analogy between the soul and the hand: “the hand is a tool of

tools, so thought is the form of forms and sense the form of sensible things.”154 Owens

here contends that the underlying framework is one of “efficient causality through the use

of instruments;” by means of a causal chain the external sense object acts on the

percipient.155 Owens concludes, “The mind is a form that makes use of the received

forms as instruments for cognition, and correspondingly the sense uses the forms of

sensible things.”156 The form is received without the matter because matter as

indeterminate is unknowable and therefore cannot be instrumental in cognition since it is

form that provides the perceptual and knowable content.157
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Owens 1981, 94.

Owens 1981, 95.
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Owens 1981, 78-79.
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De Anima 432a1-2: “Et ideo anima est quasi manus; manus enim est intrumentum instrumentis, et

intellectus forma formis, et sensus forma sensatis.”
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Owens 1981, 78.
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Owens 1981, 78.
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Owens 1981, 79.
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Both of Owens’ arguments serve to draw attention to two important principles

that underlie Aristotle’s theory of cognition: (1) The identity of the knower and the

known, and (2) In sensing the object we are aware that we are sensing, in knowing the

object we are aware that we are knowing.158 Based on these principles, the sensed or

cognized object is primary in Aristotle’s cognitive theory for it is only in cognizing the

object that the mind can think itself.159

One of the debates in the current literature centers on the question whether the

reception of the form without the matter requires a bodily change or is simply a

psychological or “spiritual” change, that is, a change to the soul that indicates perceptual

awareness.160 In his text, Sense and Perception, D. W. Hamlyn explains the reception of

form without matter as the sense organ receiving “a quality of the object without the

material in which the quality inheres.”161 Though, according to Hamlyn, the sense organ

receives a quality, for example, color, he rejects that the eye becomes colored when we

see color.162 Seeing something colored must mean more than simply being stimulated by

a colored object. Somehow the “sense-organ and its object acquire the same quality” in

perception.163 Hamlyn’s account emphasizes that the affection of the sense organ is a

necessary condition of perception, suggesting that perhaps there is a bodily change but

remains unclear on this point.164
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Owens 1981, 80.

Owens 1981, 80; De Anima 429b6-9: “Et cum quodlibet eorum fuerit sic, scilicet sicut dicitur scientia

in actu (et hoc continget quando poterit intelligere per se), tunc etiam erit in potentia quoquo modo, sed non

eodem modo quo ante erat, antequam scivit aut invenit. Et ipse tunc potest intelligere per se.”

160

For my purposes here, I will only consider only a few of the positions taken. The ones that I have

chosen, those of Richard Sorabji and Myles Burnyeat, are both well known in the literature and represent

more or less extreme readings of Aristotle.
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Hamlyn 1961.
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Hamlyn 1961, 21.
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Hamlyn 1961, 22.
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Hamlyn 1961, 23.
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Richard Sorabji offers a literalist interpretation of De Anima 2.12.165 Sorabji uses

Descartes as a point of contrast with Aristotle, strongly advising against a Cartesian

interpretation of Aristotle since for Aristotle there are no purely mental acts; every

affection of the soul for Aristotle is a physiological process.166 Sorabji reads Aristotle’s

conception of the soul as biological, that is, the soul is coextensive with life such that

perception “manifests life” not consciousness.167 This means, according to Sorabji, that

perception is not something mental in the Cartesian sense, but is a physiological change

where the organ is literally colored in the perceptual process.168 Sorabji argues that sense

perception involves a change in the body where, for example, the eye jelly literally

becomes red. What is received is not little bits of matter, but color patches or perceptible

forms.169 In his article in which Sorabji replies to claims made by Burnyeat, he explains

the eye jelly is itself transparent, and this is what enables it to receive or to take on color

patches.170 Sorabji draws a comparison from the sea’s taking on color to explain how the
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Richard Sorabji, “Body and Soul in Aristotle,” Philosophy 49(1974): 63-89. See also, Richard Sorabji,

“Intentionality and Physiological Processes: Aristotle’s Theory of Sense-Perception,” in Essays on

Aristotle’s De Anima, ed. Martha Nussbaum and Amelie Rorty (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), 195-226
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Sorabji 1974, 68-70.

167

Sorabji, 1974, 68. Here Sorabji further distinguishes Aristotle from Descartes in terms of the role of

self-awareness in the cognitive process. Whereas, for Descartes, self-awareness is central to his view of the

soul and in cognition, this is not the case for Aristotle. Sorabji says that the closest that Aristotle comes to

giving self-awareness a role in cognition is in a passage in the Physics where Aristotle says that a change in

quality in the sense-organs of a living thing differs from a change in quality in a lifeless thing because it

does not go unnoticed. (Physics 244b15-245a2) Sorabji argues that Aristotle is inconsistent in his claims

about self-awareness, does not make self-awareness a distinguishing mark of mental acts, and has an odd

way of explaining self-awareness as an awareness of the bodily organ. While this issue of the role of selfwareness in the cognitive process is not a concern in my discussion of Aristotle’s account of sensation in

this chapter, it is worth mentioning Sorabji’s remarks here because I will argue in later Chapters that in

Scotus’ account of cognition, self-awareness does play a greater role than found in Aristotle.

168

Sorabji 1974, 72. Sorabji cites a fair number of passages in De Anima to support his claim that Aristotle

believes that when seeing red, the eye-jelly literally becomes red, such that this would be apparent by an

appropriate observer.
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Sorabji 1992, 209.
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Richard Sorabji, “Aristotle on Sensory Processes and Intentionality. A Reply to Myles Burnyeat,” in

Ancient and Medieval Theories of Intentionality, ed. Dominik Perler (Boston: Brill, 2001), 49-61. See p.

53.
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eye jelly literally becomes colored.171 The mechanism by which the sea takes on color is

different from that of the eye, as the case of the sea depends upon a distance of

viewing.172 The way in which the color patch is received in the eye is comparable to the

sea’s receptivity in that it “lacks the material basis of a body’s own color, but it looks the

way a body’s own color looks, as opposed to being, for example, a mere encodement.”173

In other words, the color patch exists in the eye without the same material basis that the

body’s own color has in the body, yet it is not simply an encodement for, as Sorabji

further explains, the color patch exists in the eye in such a way that it would be able to

stimulate the medium in such a way that the ophthamologist looking at the eye would see

the color patch there.174 Thus, Sorabji’s claim that the eye literally becomes colored

means that a patch of color comes to exist in the eye, and this is a physiological change.

Sorabji not only argues that sensation is a physiological process that involves a bodily

change, but also contends that Aristotle’s De Anima fits well his other texts which reveal

a whole program in which Aristotle gives physiological processes as the material causes

of mental events.175

Against such a view is the “spiritualist” reading offered by Myles Burnyeat.176

Burnyeat sees himself following a long line of interpreters, John Philoponous, Thomas

Aquinas, and Franz Brentano, all who deny the literalist reading and argue that receiving
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Sorabji 2001, 53.

Sorabji 2001, 53.

173

Sorabji 2001, 53.

174

Sorabji 2001, 53. In Chapter 4, I discuss an example that Scotus often uses when he explains the

sensible species, namely, when light passes through a piece of red glass such that a patch of red light

appears on the wall. Though there is a red patch of light on the wall, still the wall is itself not colored red.

On another point, Sorabji claims in several of his articles that it was the commentary tradition that moved

away from a literal reading of the reception of a color patch, such as the one that he offers. Aristotle’s

commentators slowly came to understand color patches as intentional objects. (60) I discuss the intentional

object in Chapter 4.

175

Sorabji 2001, 59.

176

Burnyeat 1992,
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the form without the matter is “just one’s becoming aware.”177 According to Burnyeat,

perception is simply awareness and does not require any bodily change. Burnyeat argues

while there are “no physiological sufficient conditions for perception to occur,” there are

only necessary conditions that are states of receptivity to sensible forms.178 Burnyeat

ultimately does not see Aristotle’s program as including or requiring an explanation of

perception beyond the claim that there just is some physical matter, for example, the

matter of the sense organ, that is “pregnant with consciousness,” that is, simply and

fundamentally both alive and endowed with the capacity to perceive.179 Unlike Sorabji,

Burnyeat contends that Aristotle does not offer a “bottom up” approach in his account of

sensation, that is, Aristotle does not consider that there is any physiological event that

underlies perception.180 All that the reception of form without matter means is perceptual

awareness.

These two accounts, on the one hand, Sorabji’s claim that sensation involves a

bodily change and should be understood as a physiological process, and on the other

hand, Burnyeat’s “spiritualist” reading that sensation is simply perceptual awareness that

requires no bodily change, though it does require certain necessary conditions for

receiving the sensible form, help to frame the issues that complicate an understanding of

Aristotle’s own account of sensation. These are not the only thinkers who weigh in on

these issues, but my purpose in discussing Sorabji’s and Burnyeat’s accounts is to bring

out the critical issues, not only in the current literature, but also those confronting the

medieval thinker. In my discussion in Chapter 4 of Aquinas’ and Scotus’ accounts of
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Burnyeat 1992, 18. I will discuss Aquinas’ interpretation of Aristotle in Chapter 4 of this dissertation.
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